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Strong lensing in
clusters of galaxies:
critical lines and
caustics.
•

•

When a source galaxy is located at a
caustic, images merge on the
corresponding critical line and the
lensing magnification can formally
go to infinity.
What is the maximum magnification
actually achieved? There are three
limits:
– Angular size of the source.
– Diffraction
– Microlensing in the cluster causing
corrugation of the caustics.

JME 1993

Can we see individual stars
at cosmological redshifts?
•

Maximum lensing magnification achieved by a star when crossing a lensing
caustic:

d sin⍺ is the eigenvalue gradient, R is star radius.

•

•

With magnification of a million we can see stars of 500 L⍟ at z=1 at magnitude
28. But this magnification is reached for only a few days, and the rate of crossings
is ~ 1 per 30 years in a typical galaxy crossed by a caustic at ~ 1000 km/s.
More luminous stars can be seen for much longer.

Lightcurve of a star crossing a caustic
(no limb darkening)
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A caustic-crossing star has been detected with
HST by Kelly et al. (2017) in MACS J1149

Kelly et al. 2017

Effects of microlensing by intracluster stars:
lower magnifications, but many more events.

•

•

A star with L ~ 50000 L⍟ at
z=1, magnification 10000, has
magnitude 28, for ~ 100 years.
But microlensing causes further
variation on short timescales,
reducing the maximum
magnification but producing
more frequent detectable
variations, depending on the
microlens surface density.

Venumadhav, Liang and JME 2017

The region of
corrugated
micro- critical
lines has a width
proportional to
surface density
of microlenses.
The
microlensing
variations probe
very sensitively
the granularity
of dark matter.
Venumadhav, Liang
and JME 2017

Conclusions
•

•

Individual stars at z ~ 1 highly magnified in cluster caustics can be
detected with our most sensitive telescopes (HST and JWST, and large
ground-based telescopes). One of these stars has been detected in
MACS J1149.
A small surface density of point masses breaks the smooth cluster
caustic into a corrugated network of micro-caustics. The photometric
variations and distribution around the critical lines of the highly
magnified star images are a powerful probe to any granularity in the
dark matter and the intracluster stars acting as microlenses.

